Room temperature ferromagnetism was characterized for thin films of SrTi0.6Fe0. 
Post-growth annealing treatments under oxidizing and reducing conditions demonstrated quenching and partial recovery of magnetism respectively, and a change in Fe valence states.
The study elucidates the microscopic origin of magnetism in highly Fe-substituted SrTi1-xFexO3-δ perovskite oxides and demonstrates that the magnetic moment, which correlates with the relative content of Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ , can be controlled via the oxygen content, either during growth or by post-growth annealing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transition metal oxides are a versatile class of materials with collective charge and spin phenomena including ferro/antiferromagnetism, superconductivity, ferroelectricity, colossal magnetoresistance, and multiferroicity [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The perovskite structure offers great compositional flexibility owing to the ability of the cation sites to accommodate a range of ionic sizes and cation valencies, permitting fine control of electronic and magnetic properties [3, 4, 8] .
A key aspect of the behavior is the role played by defects and vacancies, both of which can be intrinsic sources of conductivity, magnetism and other properties [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Fe-substituted SrTiO3 (STF) is a material where room temperature ferromagnetism is introduced into a non-ferromagnetic SrTiO3 (STO) host [15] . Structurally, Fe replaces Ti in the B site of the perovskite structure as schematically shown in Fig. 1(a) . Two regimes may be distinguished: a dilute level of substitution in which nearest neighbor (Fe-O-Fe) cation configurations are rare, and a highly-substituted regime in which nearest neighbor configurations are common and exchange interactions between Fe cations become important. In bulk STF, the Fe ions typically exist with an Fe 3+ or Fe 4+ oxidation state [16, 17] . However, thin film growth such as by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) under low oxygen pressures can lead to the presence of Fe 2+ [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] as observed by surface sensitive techniques, due to the kinetically-limited growth process which results in a high concentration of oxygen vacancies that are compensated by changes to the cation valence state [18] . Although x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) studies of Fe-substituted STO have been conducted [15, 20, 21] , there is no study of STF using both x-ray absorption (XAS) and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) which can provide a detailed microscopic mechanism for the emergence of magnetism with bulk sensitivity. XPS and XMCD studies on binary oxides such as magnetite [23] exist; however, these materials have qualitatively different structures compared to STF. A systematic investigation of STF with spectroscopic methods will play a key role in unveiling the mechanism responsible for magnetism.
STF and related materials such as Co-substituted STO have demonstrated room temperature ferromagnetism when grown under low oxygen partial pressures [12, 15, 20, 21, 24, 25] . PLD-grown STF thin films on both Si and STO substrates exhibited room temperature ferromagnetism when deposited at pressures below 5 µTorr, in contrast to films grown at higher oxygen pressures [15, 26] . The former study showed higher magnetization for films grown on Si as compared to those on SrTiO3 for nominally identical deposition conditions, and found the presence of Fe 3+ but did not detect Fe 2+ through Mössbauer spectroscopy and XPS. Laser-irradiated undoped STO single crystals and thermally annealed Codoped (La,Sr)TiO3 also exhibited ferromagnetism, which was suggested to be related to oxygen vacancies [12, 27] . In these materials, oxidizing treatments lowered the magnetic moment while reducing treatments increased it. Density functional theory calculations predict magnetism in SrTiO3, Fe-substituted SrTiO3, and Co-substituted SrTiO3 that can arise from Ti vacancies, oxygen vacancies, or substituted transition metal cations [15, 28, 29] .
Here, we report the evolution of Fe valence state and magnetic moment in highly Fesubstituted STO films which are grown at different oxygen pressures and on different substrates.
By a combination of x-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM), XAS [30, 31] , and XMCD [31] [32] [33] 
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
STF films were deposited from a SrTi0.6Fe0.4O3 target on single-crystal (100) Si substrates with a native oxide layer and on single-crystal (100) SrTiO3 substrates using a Neocera pulsed laser deposition (PLD) system with a KrF laser (248 nm) and a fluence of 1.4 J/cm 2 . A previous study [24] using the same target and nominally the same deposition conditions indicated that films have less Fe than the target composition, i.e. a 40% Fe target yielded films of composition SrTi0.65Fe0.35O3-δ. Measurement of a sample of this study grown on Si at 3 µTorr gave a ratio of Ti:Fe = 67:33. The substrate temperature was 650°C for all depositions, and the base and growth pressures varied between 1 µTorr-4 µTorr. Base pressure refers to the pressure in the chamber before the substrate heater was turned on, while growth pressure refers to the pressure in the chamber at the start of deposition after the sample reached the deposition temperature. All depositions were made on 10 mm × 10 mm × 0.5 mm thick substrates.
Annealing treatments carried out in the PLD chamber consisted of: (1) oxidation at a substrate temperature of 650°C and pressure of 160 Torr of 100% O2 for two hours, followed by (2) reduction under vacuum at a substrate temperature of 650°C and starting pressure of 1.5 µTorr for 45 minutes.
Results from nine selected samples are discussed in this article. Samples are referenced by their base and growth pressures as "x-y µTorr" where x is the base pressure in µTorr and y is the growth pressure in µTorr. The films subjected to the annealing cycle are referred to as: "asgrown", "oxidized" representing the same sample after annealing in oxygen, and "reduced"
representing the sample after oxidation followed by annealing in vacuum. The base pressures, growth pressures, thicknesses, and annealing treatment of the films are shown in [30, 31] , while XMCD is sensitive to magnetism, particularly the local magnetization [31] [32] [33] . One of the great advantages of XMCD is the possibility of detecting local magnetization on different atoms and uncovering the source of magnetism in complex multielement systems, and by combining this information with XAS, the valence and the associated magnetism can be studied with elemental sensitivity. We used beamline 4-ID-C at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory and measured the XAS in total electron yield (TEY) (when electrical conductivity was sufficient) and total fluorescence yield (TFY) mode. All the XAS and XMCD data shown in the paper are TFY, which is more sensitive to the bulk of the sample rather than the surface. The samples were mounted vertically and the magnetic field was applied along the sample surface normal. A magnetic field of 3.36 kOe was applied by means of an octupole magnet and was oriented along the normal of the sample plane.
The method for calculating the oxygen stoichiometry is described in Supporting Information
[40]. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experimental Results
X-ray diffraction ω-2θ scans between 20°-80° are shown in Fig For oxygen-deficient STF, the presence of oxygen vacancies is compensated by lowering the oxidation state of the cations, leading to higher ionic radii and to chemical expansion of the unit cell compared to that of Sr(Ti,Fe)O3 [15, 21, 35] . Unit cell volumes are shown in The 1-1.2µTorr (STO) film was grown at the lowest base pressure and deposition pressure and has the highest out-of-plane lattice parameter of the three films in Fig. 1(d) , with 2θ=45.054° (dhkl,002=2.011 Å, c=4.021±0.023 Å, error from peak full width at half maximum).
The as-grown 1-1.5µTorr film had a lattice parameter of c = 4.030±0.010 Å. These values are similar to that of the STF/STO sample with the highest magnetic moment reported in Ref. 15 .
Interestingly, the 5-1.2µTorr (STO) sample had a lower unit cell volume than the 1-1.2µTorr
(STO) suggesting a role of base pressure in determining the film structure.
VSM hysteresis curves, XAS spectra, and XMCD hysteresis curves and spectra of the 1- The coercivity Hc for the film on Si, 2.3 kOe, is much higher than for the film on STO, 1.5 kOe.
This may be a result of higher pinning at the grain boundaries of the polycrystalline film on Si compared to the single-crystalline film on STO. rather than the Ti site as found in oxygen-deficient STO [27, 28] .
Having established the trend in the magnetic moment of STF vs. deposition pressure, we turn to XAS to examine the Fe valence states that give rise to the magnetism. The XAS spectrum, Fig. 2(d The XAS data reveal a striking correlation between the Fe valence states and the net magnetic moment as measured by VSM, Fig. 3 [16, 17] .
In Fig. 4 we focus on the effect of annealing treatments, in particular the reversibility of the process. Figure 4(a) reports the ω-2θ scans between 40°-50°, Fig. 4(b,c) highlight the out-ofplane and in-plane VSM loops, and Fig. 4(d,e) depict XAS and XMCD data. As with the samples grown at differing pressures, multiple or asymmetrical (200) film peaks are indicative of a distribution of out-of-plane lattice parameters. RSM scans likewise show the film peak spread along qz, while it it is aligned with the substrate peak along qx indicating a coherent interface. In prior work on perovskite films, the presence of multiple peaks was attributed to partial strain relaxation [34] . The oxidized film has a broader peak and a higher out-of-plane lattice parameter than the reduced film.
The sample was initially magnetic with a moment of 0.84 µB/Fe, but annealing in 160 mTorr oxygen lowered the magnetization to zero, while annealing in vacuum (1. 
B. Mechanism for Room Temperature Ferromagnetism
The previous analysis has shown that regardless of substrate, room temperature sites. This could also explain why the unit cell volume was similar across the set of samples.
Magnetism in oxides has been explained from superexchange interactions as semiempirically formulated in the Goodenough-Kanamori-Anderson rules [38, 39] or from carriermediated mechanisms [9] originally developed to describe dilute magnetic semiconductors, such as double exchange or Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) coupling. Well-known carriermediated mechanisms were ruled unlikely in earlier studies on STF where it was noted that ferromagnetism persisted in highly insulating films [14, 26] . Consequently, we focus on mechanisms that are more likely to dominate magnetism at the levels of B-site substitution present in this study. 6 , S = 2) is magnetoelastic [21] and has a magnetic moment of 4 μB/Fe. In this case, magnetism could originate from Fe 2+ ions embedded in an antiferromagnetic Fe 3+ sublattice resulting in a net magnetization of around 0.4 μB (at 10% Fe 2+ ). While the resulting magnetization is not high enough to explain the experimentally observed magnetic moment given the concentration of Fe 2+ , this discrepancy is resolved if the presence of an adjacent oxygen vacancy enhances the Fe moment [15] . The Fe 2+ content may also be higher than the values reported in Table 2 as a result of the linear calibration being affected by interference effects in the XAS signal. These effects are difficult to account for, and hence are not usually considered in these calculations.
Among the different superexchange interactions, it is possible to attain ferromagnetic alignment through exchange interactions with non-180° bond angles or non-/semi-covalent bond lengths [38, 39] , which is facilitated by the presence of a neighboring oxygen vacancy that distorts the octahedral symmetry surrounding the Fe. This can change the interaction between Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ to be ferromagnetic, or the distortion could change the crystal field splitting of neighboring Fe and result in some low spin ions.
Although the quantity of Fe and oxygen vacancies is high, there is no evidence that they will necessarily form an ordered sublattice. With a random or disordered distribution of Fe ions and oxygen vacancies in the STF lattice, we can expect a range of interactions among Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ ions through O 2-or possibly VO •• that will result in competing antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic interactions, as well as differing enhancements to the Fe magnetic moment. The magnetism likely stems from some mix of the aforementioned mechanisms, which all rely on the mixed-valence state identified here and in prior studies [14, 15, 20, 24, 26] as crucial to inducing room temperature ferromagnetism.
IV. CONCLUSION
To summarize, we have described the evolution of room temperature ferromagnetism in PLD-grown single-crystalline and polycrystalline SrTi0.65Fe0.35O3-δ thin films as a function of deposition and annealing pressure. The key result is that the net magnetic moment, measured by magnetometry and by XMCD, showed a strong correlation with the Fe 2+ content as measured by XAS, and decreased with increasing growth pressure and with oxygen annealing. A principal component analysis is used to establish an empirical relationship between the ratio of the two XAS peak areas and the Fe 2+ :Fe 3+ ratio. We were able to quantify the fraction of Fe 2+ through XAS and relate it to the observed VSM results, and subsequently derive the concentration of oxygen vacancies required for charge balance. We further observed the quenching and partial recovery of magnetization in a SrTi0.65Fe0.35O3-δ thin film upon a cycle of oxidizing and reducing anneals, confirming that annealing can be used to actively change the magnetic moment and paving the way for studies utilizing electrochemical manipulation of the oxygen content. To determine the fraction of Fe 3+ and Fe 2+ in our samples, we fit four of the simulated Fe-L3 spectra in Fig. S2 (spectra with a = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1) to a doublet of Lorentzian curves plus a broad Gaussian peak on the high-energy side. The Lorentzian lineshape was chosen to account for core-hole broadening of the XAS spectra and the Gaussian peak was selected to account for the broad continuum of the XAS observed at high energies. We then calculated the ratio of the areas of peak A to peak B. The calibration results are reported in Fig. S4(a,b) . In Fig. S4(a) , we
show the ratio A/B for a wide range of Fe 2+ :Fe 3+ mixtures. In Fig. S4(b) , we zoomed-in on part of the same plot, focusing on the range of ratios similar to that observed in our samples, which are shown in Fig. S4(c,d) . The gray dashed line marks the ratio for 1-1.2 µTorr (STO) and the "as-grown" sample, and indicates an Fe 3+ :Fe 2+ ratio of 90:10. In Fig. S4(c) In Fig. S4(d) , we show the trend in A/B ratio for the annealed "as grown"-"oxidized"-"reduced" samples. The "as grown" sample displays both the highest A/B ratio and fraction of 
TEM imaging for STF on STO
TEM images of 1-1.2µTorr (STO) are displayed in Fig. S8 . Fig. S8(a,b) shows bright field (a) and dark field (b) images of the film, with the corresponding electron diffraction schematically drawn in (c). Figure S8 (d) features a zoomed-in higher resolution image of the film structure. Planar defects run vertically through large sections of the film, in some cases through the entire film, and are presumably present to relieve strain.
Elemental mapping [ Fig. S8(e-i) ] of the same sample demonstrates that despite the preponderance of vertical defects, the distribution of the component elements is homogeneous within the film. All elements appear to be incorporated into the perovskite structure and no Fe clusters were observed, further supporting XRD data demonstrating a lack of metallic or iron oxide phases. 
Raman spectra for STF on Si
Raman spectra of 1-1.2µTorr (Si) and 4-4µTorr (Si) were acquired using unpolarized 532 nm light, and displayed in Fig. S9 . 
Reciprocal space mapping (RSM) of films grown on STO substrates
RSM scans of the (113) asymmetric peak were collected for all STF films grown on STO(100) substrates, and three are shown in Fig. S10 . The color distribution follows the same scale in all scans. RSM scans show all films are strained in-plane and are epitaxial with the substrate. The RSM scans correspond well with the 2θ-ω scans. The magnetic films demonstrated a larger out-of-plane lattice parameter in both the RSM and 2θ-ω. Additionally, the annealed films showed a significantly lower film intensity than the grown films, in line with the lower peak intensity observed in the 2θ-ω scans. Due to the lower film intensity, the annealed films were scanned in grazing incidence mode, in which peak resolution is sacrificed for increased film signal. Although the film peak becomes visible with grazing incidence, the location of the peak becomes more uncertain. Nevertheless, the reduced film [ Fig. S10(c) ], despite having undergone two annealing treatments and experiencing the loss and partial recovery of its original magnetic signal, remains epitaxial with the substrate, albeit spread out along qz. The spread in the film peak that appears upon annealing suggests a distribution of strain out-of-plane. FIG S10. Reciprocal space maps for (a) 1-1.2µTorr (STO) and (b) 2-2µTorr (STO) using grazing exit setup, and (c) the reduced sample using grazing incidence setup. qx is along the x-axis, qz is along the y-axis in all maps.
